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Welcome! 

 Thank you for choosing Wrong Bros Aviator Training School to serve you in your flight 
training or aircraft rental needs. It is our hope that we will be able to work together to provide a 
safe, educational, and fun environment where you will be able to experience a high quality of 
training and customer satisfaction. At Wrong Bros. we are first and foremost committed to an 
atmosphere of safety. It is each and every one of our responsibilities (employees, customers, 
and vendors) to point out where safety can be improved and we invite you to express any 
concerns towards this end directly to us.  

Our Mission Statement is simple: Create and maintain an environment in which our 
clients, community, and associates can experience aviation safely. What does this mean?  

 The best summation of our Mission Statement is expressed in a quote by Jerome 
Lederer, Director of the Flight Safety Foundation for 20 years: “The alleviation of human error, 
whether design or intrinsically human, continues to be the most important problem facing 
aerospace safety.” We are advocates, instructors, mentors, and supporters of all things safe 
and good about the world of aviation. Nothing is more important to us. 

As a result, we have developed five core values for the school. We believe that these are 
not just lofty ideas to make everyone feel warm and fuzzy, but instead a set of characteristics 
that we use to describe not only the way we do business but the way we live our lives. We 
invite you to carefully read over each Core Value to get to know the Wing and ourselves a little 
better. It is our hope that you will be able to also utilize these values during your time as an 
aviator. 

We have an open door policy at Wrong Bros Aviator Training School and if you ever have 
any concerns, questions, gripes, complaints, or complements, we will gladly listen and do our 
best to make your voice heard.  

We look forward to hearing you on the Unicom.  

Best wishes, safe flying, and good luck! 

 

 

Kenneth Brown, Director 
               kbrown@fergusonairport.com         
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Mission Statement 

Create and maintain an environment in which our clients, community, and associates 
can experience aviation safely.  

Core Values 

 Safety: 
Inside and outside of the aircraft, at all times, no matter the cost 

 Integrity: 
In yourself and your abilities 

 Commitment: 
To continue on and strive for excellence 

 Giving: 
Of time, energy, and ability to those less fortunate 

 Remembrance: 
Of those who came before you and what it cost them to make 
aviation what it is today. 

Vision Statement 

Learning to fly is an exhilarating and rewarding experience. Wrong Bros Aviator Training School, 
LLC’s vision is to deliver first class training services, aircraft and facilities to men and women of 
all ages with the desire and motivation to become fully qualified licensed pilot. To accomplish 
this, we take our role seriously in that it is our responsibility  to create an atmosphere of 
dignity, respect, fairness and support so that the students have the optimum environment in 
which to learn, by instruction of outstanding, well qualified an highly experienced instructors.  
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Scheduling & Dispatch 

All scheduling of aircraft will be completed on FlightSchedulePro.com.  

Students: Instructors will schedule all activities up to and including check ride. Instructors will 
have the schedule finalized by 10 PM Central Time, the night before a flight.  

Renters: Renters may call or login to FlightSchedulePro.com and self-schedule, as appropriate. 

Aircraft will be dispatched no earlier than time scheduled. You are encouraged to come early to 
complete Flight Planning, W/B, and conduct an official weather brief before scheduled time. 
There will be a minimum of 15 minutes between each reservation.  

Aircraft will only be dispatched by Wrong Brothers or Ferguson Airport personnel.  Under no 
circumstances will customers, renters, or student pilots go behind the dispatcher desk to 
retrieve aircraft documents or keys. 

Check Rides (CR) and Stage Checks (SC) for students have priority over renters. These activities 
must be scheduled in a reasonable advanced time prior to their execution. All CR/SCs must be 
submitted to the Chief Pilot at time of scheduling. 

The School reserves the right to modify flight schedules for maintenance, NOTAMS, weather, 
and any other events deemed necessary. The School will notify the customer as soon as 
possible of changes and make appropriate accommodations, if necessary.  

Wind limits for all flights: 
- Pilots will comply with limitations listed in the Pilot’s Operating Handbook for the 
airplane. 
- No flights shall be dispatched if total wind is sustained above 25 knots or if the 
crosswind component (Including gusts) exceeds the demonstrated crosswind component in 
the POH for that airplane.  

 
Weather limits for new pilot and student solo flight away from the Ferguson Pattern: 

- Limits as endorsed by instructor or as follows: (whichever is more conservative): 
- Ceiling must be greater than or equal to 3000 feet AGL 
- Visibility must be greater than 5 statute miles. 
- Winds (including gusts) must be less than 17 knots. 
- Crosswind component (including gusts) must be less than 10 knots 
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Dispatch Procedures (Student Pilot Solo Flight) 

1. Student calls and reserves the aircraft or instructor reserves the aircraft using Flight 
Schedule Pro. Once aircraft has been reserved, the student has that aircraft for that 
particular date and time. 

2. Student arrives at the airport a minimum of 30 minutes before planned departure time. 
3. Dispatcher hands student aircraft discrepancy binder with clipboard & TAC Card. 
4. Student plans the flight (attain official flight brief, print copy of weight and balance, 

check aircraft discrepancies and inspection requirements). 
5. Student fills-out TAC card and staples weight and balance to back of card. 
6. Student will brief the solo flight with the instructor on the day of the flight, within two 

hours of departure time. Instructor must inform dispatcher that the flight brief is 
complete before the student will be allowed depart. 

7. Once instructor authorizes dispatch of the aircraft, the dispatcher will check-out the 
student’s flight event in Flight Schedule Pro, filling-in route of flight information. 

8. The dispatcher then hands the student the keys to the aircraft. 
9. Student is free to preflight and depart. 

Dispatch Procedures (New Pilots <100 hours total time) 

1. New Pilot calls and reserves the aircraft or does so using Flight Schedule PRO.  
2. New Pilot arrives at the airport a minimum of 30 minutes before planned departure 

time. 
3. Dispatcher hands New Pilot the aircraft discrepancy binder with clipboard, TAC Card & 

keys. 
4. New Pilot plans the flight (attain official flight brief, print copy of weight and balance, 

check aircraft discrepancies and inspection requirements). 
5. Dispatcher will review the New Pilot’s plan to include weather conditions (predicted 

ceiling, visibility, and winds) at departure and arrival times at each destination.   
6. If weather conditions are marginal (<3000’ ceiling, 5 miles visibility, or winds are >17 

knots), New Pilot must consult with an instructor to determine if flight is safe to go. 
7. The dispatcher checks-out the New Pilot’s flight event in Flight Schedule Pro, filling-in 

route of flight information. 
8. New Pilot is free to preflight and depart. 
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Dispatch Procedures (Experienced Pilots and Instructors) 

1. Pilot calls and reserves the aircraft or does so using Flight Schedule PRO.  
2. Pilot arrives at the airport  a minimum of 30 minutes before planned departure time. 
3. Dispatcher hands Pilot the aircraft discrepancy binder with clipboard, TAC Card & keys. 
4. Pilot plans the flight (attain official flight brief, print copy of weight and balance, check 

aircraft discrepancies and inspection requirements). 
5. The dispatcher checks-out the Pilot’s flight event in Flight Schedule Pro, filling-in route 

of flight information. 
6. Pilot is free to preflight and depart. 

Post Flight Procedures 

1. After the flight has been completed, the renter will secure aircraft by tie down and lock 
the main door and baggage door. 

2. The renter will fill out the Tac Card COMPLETELY, and return the clipboard, keys, and 
card to the staff member behind the desk. 

3. The staff member then makes sure the card is filled out properly, and checks-the flight 
back in on Flight Schedule Pro. 

4. The staff member asks the renter if the aircraft is tied down, locked up, and pitot covers 
replaced. 

5. If the response is “yes,” then payment is taken and the transaction is complete.  If not, 
the renter must go back and tie the aircraft down, lock up, and replace pitot covers. 

6. The clip board with the keys to the aircraft is placed back in the aircraft discrepancy 
binder. 

7. Upon close of business, a staff member must walk on the ramp and double check that 
all aircraft are locked and secured. 

Aircraft Discrepancies (“Squawks”) 

1. Aircraft squawks should be reported to the dispatcher and Chief Mechanic as soon as 
possible.   

2. A staff member must enter squawks into Flight Schedule Pro.   
3. When typing a squawk into Flight Schedule Pro, enter the information as completely as 

possible.  Please include DATE and NAME OF PILOT reporting the squawk.  Once 
complete, click “Save.”  
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4. After saving, view the squawk, right click on the squawk entry and hit “Print.”  Fold 
paper in half, punch with 3 - hole punch, and place in aircraft discrepancy book. 

5. The Chief Mechanic will evaluate and either defer or repair the issue and annotate it in 
FS Pro.  

No-Show Events 

Renters: 

We request at least 12-hours’ notice of cancellation of a reservation not due to weather.  

At your scheduled dispatch time, the reserved aircraft will become available. This is defined as a 
No-Show.  

If you arrive and the aircraft is still available, you may utilize the aircraft for the remaining 
balance of your reservation.  

The reservation will not be extended to cause a scheduling conflict with the next customer. 

After 3rd “No –Show” you will be charged a $50.00 no-show fee.  

 

Students: 

We request that you notify your instructor at least 24 hours in advance 

At your scheduled dispatch time (without notification) the aircraft will become available and 
student will be charged for the flight instructor’s time, not to exceed the flight block time. 

If you are running late and have notified your instructor, he or she will make the decision 
whether or not to continue the scheduled flight. 

Aircraft Care & Operation 

Preflight 

The pilot in command (PIC) is responsible for the pre-flight of the aircraft.  

Instructor Pilots (IPs) may designate students responsible for pre-flight, if they deem 
appropriate.  
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Pre-flight procedure must be in compliance with all FAA regulations and in accordance with that 
particular aircrafts Pilot Operating Handbook (POH) 

Customers will check Flight Schedule Pro for the most up to date maintenance information. 

Logbooks may be requested for viewing.  

Oil and fuel levels will be checked prior to each flight. Any fuel or oil should be requested as 
soon as possible from dispatch to ensure a timely launch. 

Fuel will be sumped and inspected from each available fuel sump before every flight. Do not 
put fuel on the ramp or grass. Replace in tank or in provided bucket. 

Windows and windshields will be cleaned only with APPROVED AND PROVIDED equipment 
using PROPER techniques.  

Remove pitot tube covers, window covers, sunshades and control locks and store appropriately 
in each aircraft.  

Aircraft located in the bulk hangar will be removed only by school personnel or its designees. 

General Ramp Operations 

Aircraft will be parked in the appropriate School designated parking spots. 

Aircraft located in the bulk hangar will be removed only by school personnel or its designees. 

No aircraft will be started in the hangar nor will any engines be running within the hangar. 

Extreme caution will be given when starting aircraft on the ramp at all time. 

No persons will walk in front of any aircraft with engine running or strobes/beacon on. 

Helicopters will be avoided at all times while on the ramp. 

Prior to taxi, during normal business hours, a radio check will be made and answered to assure 
radio functionality.  

Secure and Tie-Down of Aircraft 

All aircraft will be secured after every flight. 
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The Cub is extremely vulnerable to wind, propwash, and rotorwash.  The Cub must NOT be 
left unattended and not tied-down.  The Cub shall be returned to the hangar after the last 
scheduled flight of the day.  Renters are encouraged to assist in this process. 

A minimum 3-point tie down on each aircraft will be utilized. 

Pitot tube cover and gust locks will be installed. 

Sunshades and canopy covers will be installed, if available. 

All doors will be locked and cowlings closed. 

Ensure MASTER SWITCH is OFF. 

Operations Applicable to All Aircraft 

All aircraft should monitor Unicom frequency within 6 NM of 82J unless in communication with 
Air Traffic Control. 

All aircraft should monitor 122.9 when in the vicinity of Horak Field or Perdido Winds. 

Perdido Winds is used for skydiving operations.  Perdido Winds Airport should be avoided if any 
activity is observed on the ground or skydiving operations are in progress.   

All simulated engine failure training maneuvers will be completed no lower than 500 feet AGL 
unless conducted to a suitable runway. 

Other than simulated emergency procedures and ground reference maneuvers, all training 
maneuvers shall be conducted at an altitude such that recovery can be completed no lower 
than 1500 feet AGL. 

Operations at Ferguson Airport (82J) 

Observe the 550 AGL pattern altitude, 

Monitor Unicom 122.8 and make appropriate radio calls while in pattern, 

Back taxi is only to be performed if no one is in the pattern and appropriate radio calls are 
made. 

Run-Ups and engine checks are to be accomplished at designated areas only. 
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Night Operations: Operation of flight school aircraft at night requires a Night check out with an 
instructor.  During dusk, evening, and night operations, the first approach should be to a low 
approach only to check for wildlife (such as deer) on the runway. 

 

Operations at Perdido Winds (AL08) 

Perdido Winds is used for skydiving operations.  Perdido Winds Airport should be avoided if any 
activity is observed on the ground or skydiving operations are in progress.   

Traffic pattern altitude is 600 AGL unless specified by instructor. 

Maximum of two aircraft are permitted. 

Type of landing (full stop, touch and go, or low approach) will be announced by the instructor 
while on final approach. 

Taxi backs must be announced. 

No engine stops or exiting aircraft unless prior authorization or an emergency exists. 

Off-Airport Landing 

After an un-planned landing or in the event of a hard landing which causes damage, the aircraft 
shall not be flown without approval from an Airframe and Powerplant Mechanic. 

In the event of an off-airport landing, the aircraft shall not be flown without specific 
authorization from the Chief Flight Instructor or Director of Wrong Brothers Aviator Training 
School. 

Report the event, status of pilot(s) and passenger(s), aircraft status, and location to one of the 
following: 

- Ferguson Airport Dispatch: (850) 453-4181 
- Chief Flight Instructor, Christian Kidder: (805) 509-0271 
- Carrie Hall: (850) 776-7548 
- Airport Manager, Ross Ansell: (321) 431-2955 

The above personnel will coordinate recovery of personnel and repair of the aircraft. 


